BARRIE KENNEL
& OBEDIENCE CLUB

SHOW PROTOCOLS
We are pleased to announce that the Simcoe Muskoka Health Unit has approved us to
have a maximum of 75% capacity a day at our show.
No one will be allowed entry to the show grounds without a Covid 19 waiver as provided
in the premium list. One is required for each person in your vehicle over the age of 12.
Please be prepared as there will NOT be any available at the gate. A small number of
masks will be available at the gate for a nominal charge. Wristbands will be issued when
your waiver is received.
Exhibitors will be allowed to set up a 10 X 10 canopy, spread out at least 5m apart. No
more than 2 sides up on a canopy at any time! There is to be no socializing between set
ups, when not at your canopy you MUST wear a mask.
There will be an area reserved for handlers (those showing more than 4 dogs that do
not belong to them). Same rules apply for masks and social distancing.
Exhibitors are allowed to remove masks while running in the show rings. All rings will
have an entry and an exit to allow for social distancing.
Exhibitors are encouraged to leave the show when their breed judging is done if they
are not needed for the group level. Enjoy the beautiful summer weather. We do regret
that camping is not allowed – this is a zoning issue with the township. The BKOC is
working with ODAS Park on this issue for future events.
IF we move to stage 4 on July 30th, we will be welcoming spectators to the show. We
will continue to promote mask wearing and social distancing.
We have been told we are allowed to have vendors at the show. We are working on
arranging a food vendor.
There will be a limited number of porta-potties at the venue, please note they will not
be sanitized but will be serviced daily. The BKOC will have several sanitation stations
but exhibitors are encouraged to bring their own hand sanitizer with them.

Please be respectful of the required protocols.
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